Five Major Reasons
Motorcyclists Cause Road Crashes
It is a thrilling experience to get to the road on a
motorcycle. Whether it is your daily means of transport or
a weekend adventure ride, you have to be extra careful.
Accidents are inevitable. But if you retain or hire the
Ventura motorcycle accident law firm as your attorney, in
case of an accident, the lawyers will thoroughly look into
your case and guarantee you maximum care that the laws
provide in case of injuries. However, every motorcyclist
should improve their safety by learning the prominent
causes of accidents so as to avoid dangerous situations

1> Carelessness
Some accidents are a result of bad behavior of motorcyclist

such as overspeeding, riding while drunk, and riding when
tired. It is very deadly to commit riding misconduct as
motorcycles don’t provide sufficient road safety.

2> High performance motorcycles

These are the sports designs of motorcycles which are highly
regarded. These machines move at higher speeds and it
becomes harder to control them than the normal designs.
Reports say that high performance motorcycles are most
common with the younger generation which tends to be
reckless as they ride. Even though the riders may think that
they are good and safe, statistics explain that they are highly
dangerous and that is the reason why high insurance
premiums are associated with these bikes.

3> Lane splitting
This is a situation whereby a motorcycle maneuvers its way
in between lanes of congested traffic. The bike finds a
makeshift path and this is risky as it comes too close to other
vehicles on the road. A vehicle driver may not see the bike
and if he decides to change lane, the motorcycle can get hit.

4> Breaching the Rules of Red Light:
Many a times, it has been notified that people cross the red
lights especially when they are in hurry. This is also one of
the major cause of Increasing rate of motorcycle accidents.

5> Use Mobile Phones :
It has been strictly prohibited by the government under
traffic laws not to use cell phone while driving. Infact many
time police caught those people who are busy on phone
calls while driving. The chance of accidents are incresing
due to the increasing use of cell phone by the citizend
during driving.
A lot of people sustain serious injuries and others die as a
result of motorcycle accidents. The motorcyclists suffer the
most since their protection is limited.
Santa Barbara motorcycle injury lawyers are best at
handling tough and complex accidents cases and they
ensure that victims receive recovery and settlements beyond
the industry standards. The motorcycle attorneys will offer
comprehensive legal representation even in cases involving
the neck, brain, back, and spine.

